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The difference between systemic change and the

micro level engagements or modest kinds of

successes that teachers hope for is a largely

unaddressed issue in music education policy and

leadership. This article outlines a few proposi-

tions that place the notion of critical leadership

as a central element in music and education

focusing on the notion that any educative action

must amplify our capacity to ‘hear’ others, and

empower a sense of autonomy where teachers

can expand their ability to enact their speech and

see that speech rendered credible by others.

E
NACTING AN ECOLOGICAL VIEW of how

we educate in and through music requires
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a critical understanding of how leadership can

be conceptualized and enacted. Central to the

notion of Critical Leadership (CL) is a renewed

relationship between autonomy and accountabil-

ity. Although the two are often understood to

be in contra-position, I argue that co-dependence

is in fact essential for both to be realized. Au-

tonomy requires agency and latitude, which are

fully manifested only in relationship to a context

and to a community. And accountability, as the

history of school reform proves (Craig, 2009),

requires a modicum of local autonomy if it is

not to be resisted. The ecology formed by this

codependence requires from individuals actions

on two fronts: 1) promoting flexible models of

accountability so that autonomy can play its part

in developing innovation and asserting diversity,

and 2) fostering autonomy that can critically

construct analyses of accountability models ad-

dressing how, to whose benefit, and toward what

ends the models operate.

Many models of educational leadership are

tied to and predicated upon business-like notions

of choice and are made viable through labor

intensification and performativity (Ball, 2003).

Contrary to this paradigm, I propose that in order
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Education in and Through Music

to think about CL creatively and in participative

terms, we, teachers, need to build our own con-

ceptual structures and become avid investigators

(not simply adopters) of exemplary educational

practices that live inside and outside traditional

structures of schooling. This is most significant

today, as teachers lose autonomy in areas as

diverse as curriculum development, assessment

directives, and content choice. Consequently, it is

not difficult to acknowledge that “we live under

increasingly unified economic, moral, and politi-

cal directives, which in their conflation, create a

logic of standardization” (Schmidt, 2011, p. 93),

and consider how such logic leaves teachers “to

recognize that they have little control over their

own fate” (Johnson, Johnson, Farenga, & Ness,

2005, p. 104).

Consequently, one of the essential qualities

of innovative leadership is the capacity to break

the social deadlock often found in schools where

strategic planning adheres to external desire;

autonomy is turned into clerical work; and hi-

erarchical dependency is enforced. The central

shift, as Blackmore (1989) writes, is to think of

leadership as the ability to act with others. This

is significant because studies similar to Dempster

and Mahony (1998) show how ethical dilemmas

have intensified in schools.

Therefore, understanding and practicing criti-

cal leadership is important for teachers because

“school leadership, which is a major agency of

cultural, spiritual, moral, intellectual and politi-

cal education in society, is in danger of being

reduced to a set of technical maneuvers” (Grace,

1995, p. 236) where new managerial values re-

place the formation of school leaders committed

to complex and ethical ideals. For starters then,

it is important that as teachers we realize that

leadership is a notion more comprehensive and

complex than management, and directly attached

to how we construct our own notions of pro-

fessionalism. As Beck (1999) has argued, “The

conception of a profession involves not simply a

utilitarian business of acquiring technical skills

but rather the shaping of humane practitioners,

capable for example, of independent and in-

formed ethical judgment” (p. 226). Consequently,

leadership must be critical and participative if it

is to be concerned with curricular, pedagogical,

ethical, and equitable development that are mind-

ful and meaningful—and not just efficient.

This article argues that in order to address

these demands, in whatever context, teachers

must be able to engage with policy talk, provide

re-conceptualization of community, and present

alternatives to direct pedagogical practice—all

formative to a kind of leadership that is partici-

pative and critical.

Establishing a Framework for

Knowing Differently

Although leadership is a worthy topic on its

own, placing it inside the quest for educational

equity and empowerment, emboldens, in my

view, the reasoning for exploring it. Borrowing

from the work of Miranda Fricker (2010), I argue

that the paucity of complex and widespread views

on teachers and leadership facilitates forms of

‘epistemological injustice,’ which has a role in

delimiting what is considered of worth within

educative spaces and enterprises.

Epistemic injustice explains how we decide to

give credence to certain ideas and notions, while

dismissing or suppressing others—including our

own. Fricker (2010) defines this kind of injustice

particularly in terms of ‘testimonial injustice,’

which occurs when “prejudice causes a hearer to

give a deflated level of credibility to a speaker’s

word” (p. 3). This mechanism forms a process of

selective acceptance by which we become capa-

ble of veiling the speech of some or diminishing

the impact of certain discourses. This selective

repudiation is often at the forefront of managerial

leadership and present in standardized principles

that enforce external mandates and hierarchy

as ideal to efficiency—dismissing dispositions

toward collective understandings, producing al-

ternative speech, and fostering participation.

Music educators regularly experience this

complex phenomenon via the notion of ‘best

practices.’ Best practices do indeed create narra-

tives that are helpful, but they are also limiting,

as “narratives of success give us hope and places

to visit, but do not build our community” (Block,
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Schmidt Moving Responses

2008, p. 3). As a managerial ideal that privileges

efficiency, best practices ignore local needs and

can suppress critical leadership. Best practices

are meaningful only to the extent to which

they can be translated into local challenges and

adapted according to the social fabric constructed

in participative community—and for that to take

place teachers must know how to act as critical

leaders.

A recurrent engagement with CL can lead,

however, to a kind of social capital that can

aid the advancement of teachers’ professional

standing. Social capital simply understood as

the gains we accrue from our inter-dependability

and communal strength, can be exercised in

two ways: The first is called ‘bonding’ and

the latter ‘bridging’ social capital (Putnam &

Feldstein, 2003). Although the first is meaning-

ful, as teachers benefit from strong professional

bonds with each other, the latter is essential.

Critical leadership promotes ‘bridging’ social

capital by conceptually and professionally plac-

ing teachers in relationship to ‘others’ of differ-

ing educational constituencies, namely, research

communities, those involved in policy develop-

ment, accreditation organizations, or community

representatives—from board members to parents.

Building social capital through CL requires that

we value language as a powerful way to shape

greater participation and agency. I offer that

teachers could address this in two direct ways: 1)

a re-engagement with policy—how it is framed

and seen; and 2) a constant interaction with non-

traditional educational practices and places.

Erhard, Jensen, and Granger (2011) assert the

impact of language in the expansion of social

capital, saying that “contexts are constituted in

language,” while Block (2008) emphasizes that

language is central to “how we gather and the

context in which our gatherings take place”

(p. 75). This framework changes the nature of

leadership, where we re-think “leaders as essen-

tial and possessing special sets of personal skills,”

or where the leader’s task is to “define the desti-

nation and the blueprint to get there: : : : Enroll,

align, inspire” (Block, 2008, p. 87). Of course,

managerial leadership does not simply rest upon

individuals, but depends on how their speech is

codified into text, guidelines, or structures. Policy

is one of these codes, and therefore an important

area for teachers to explore.

Understanding Policy as a Pathway

Toward Critical Leadership

No educational space is in greater need of

being ‘occupied’ than policy. But how can we

come to know policy as a space for compelling

thinking about teaching and learning? To be

able to lead in policy, teachers must become

increasingly familiar with the ‘cohesive thinking’

that defines it—understanding, for instance, how

analyses of innovative practices are produced, or

how to establish tactical and strategic outlines

for key professional action. This is insufficient,

however, and must be accompanied by a dispo-

sition to unlearn our own expectations of how

leadership is made manifest in the real world—as

policies, curricula, standards, assessment struc-

tures. A central challenge for music teachers then

is to proactively take these codes (such as policy)

and view them as readable texts, where we are

able to both make sense as well as make new

sense (Ellsworth, 1998).

Today, policy is mostly a representation of

power that teachers passively read or reproduce

(think of how we accept administrative dictums

and how we create policy—rules—inside our

own classrooms). Although we make sense of

policy, we rarely make new sense out of it. In

other words, teachers have less experience con-

sidering how we can re-interpret policy or how to

have an impact in its language—in fact, we often

have trouble considering that we are ‘allowed’ to

do so. But how do we do it? Indeed, it is quite

challenging to find examples of how a critical

leadership approach to policy can be developed.

Grossman (2010) and Lamb (2007), however,

demonstrate how CL plays a role in teacher-

led changes in district and state policy, and how

technology is facilitating shareable information

and the engagement with creative enterprise built

on ‘borrowing.’ These are incisive examples

where a complex understanding of leadership

approximates accountability and autonomy, plac-
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Education in and Through Music

ing teachers as policy developers (not simply

consumers) inside and outside the classroom.

My own experiences researching the work

of music educators, inside and outside schools

(Schmidt, in press), shows a diversification of

roles played by teachers, who, regardless of

political realities and policy contingence, act as:

1) Leaders and content providers;

2) Reflective constructors of curriculum;

3) Innovative collaborators;

4) Community builders;

5) Continuous learners; and

6) Political communicators.

This multiplicity is both a response to the adapt-

ability needed to survive in a complex environ,

as well as an expression of a critical leadership,

and both are necessary to re-think the relationship

between teachers and policy.

Instead of dismissing policy talk, then, we

ought to acknowledge it as an indispensable

skill for music educators in a politically savvy,

economically adaptable 21st century context.

Strategies to talk-back through policy (Coburn

& Russell, 2008) could help us focus on the

notion that policy is more than statements, di-

rectives, or legislation, rather constituting a flex-

ible and contentious ecosystem where various

players interact. Thus, educator-leaders should

place policy as one of those impactful social

contracts we establish with each other. Seeing

policy as a social contract places educators in

the position to not simply respond or react to

policy, but also to pragmatically and conceptually

imagine alternatives, provide analyses, and argue

for adaptations and new directions. These are

constitutive elements of leadership that can be

fostered at various levels, and parameters that

would change the currently available meanings

of autonomy and accountability.

Autonomy, Accountability and

Avoiding Isolation

We can sum up the importance of CL and of

a better balance between autonomy and account-

ability in one word: Balkanization. Balkanization

is the ostensive, albeit not always easily percep-

tible, isolation of groups and/or practices. For

those concerned with facilitating an education

in and through music, balkanization presents a

double danger. On one side, the music education

field cannot afford to be balkanized away from

accountability, and must participate in general

educational efforts. On the other, music educators

seem to realistically fear a balkanization away

from their autonomy and the diminished pro-

fessional status that ensues. Lack of autonomy

within the field and in relation to other fields—

defined as absence or suppression of creative,

innovative, and pertinent thinking—leads to both

dependency and diminished accountability, and

thus to further balkanization. Our challenge is

that to be valued we must be accountable, and

in order to create accountability that is of value,

we need to be autonomous. How, then, do we

address our conundrum? First, we need to further

investigate from whence balkanization comes.

At issue here is re-positioning autonomy and

accountability so that a strong authorial voice

may be developed, diminishing the presence

of epistemic injustice, that is, “the injustice of

having some significant area of one’s social

experience obscured from collective understand-

ing” (Fricker, 2010, p. 158). Starting from the

standpoint of fostering ‘virtuous hearers,’ where

listening involves as much attention to “what is

not said as to what is said” (p. 170), music is

an area in which autonomy and accountability

can find forms and content that would benefit

education in general.

Observing the myriad opportunities, con-

texts, and capacities developed in artistic spaces,

we can notice how leadership in music can

change the language of economic consumption

or managerial efficiency, instead focusing on

shared cultural/artistic and educative develop-

ment (see Sousa, 2009). Mary Cohen (2010)

offers a version of CL where pedagogy devel-

oped outside the classroom changes the manner

in which young teachers approach their work

within schools. By working with incarcerated

youth populations, pre-service teachers come to

understand the value of participation and the
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Schmidt Moving Responses

complexity of community building, providing

opportunities to imagine in concrete terms what

participative leadership can look like and how

we, as teachers, can be involved in engaging in

conversations and action previously absent.

In a sense, conscious, participative, or critical

leadership practices avoid certain framings and

actions, defining ‘don’ts’ rather then attempting

to delimit pathways to be followed:

� Don’t reify limiting ‘stories’;

� Don’t reinforce isolation;

� Don’t confuse efficiency with simplistic think-

ing;

� Don’t dismiss linguistic impact upon action;

� Don’t substitute framing with naming.

These illustrate how musical and cultural pro-

duction can provide forms of leadership that

are participative, communally-based, and focused

on social challenges, by setting parameters that

delimit our work without closing conversation or

initiative. These characteristics are also exempli-

fied in the music programs sampled by the United

Nations project Music as a Natural Resource (see

resource list below). The compendium provides

direct accounts of how CL in music can do

the following: conflate productivity, creativity,

and fair labor; foster pedagogically autonomy

alongside contextual understanding; and present

complexity (multiple doorways-in) as key to cit-

izenship.

These are forms of accountability that depend

upon autonomy and connect to the different terms

Bennis (1986) uses to measure effectiveness:

“the extent to which compelling vision empowers

others to excel, the extent to which meanings are

found in one’s work; and the extent to which

individual and organization are bonded together

by common commitment” (p. 71).

Epistemic Alternatives Inside and

Outside Classrooms

Education that aims at equity must pay atten-

tion to epistemic carelessness and how it may

be present in educative spaces; particularly when

they give little chance for us—and our students—

to make sense of the imperfect and inequitable

nature of social relations and power. Critical

teachers should therefore attempt to establish

environments and pedagogical tools that chal-

lenge “the concrete situations” where persons

are “rendered unable to make communicatively

intelligible something which is particularly in his

or her interest to be able to render intelligible”

(Fricker, 2010, p. 162). Reframing policy and

understanding critical leadership better are but

pathways to a larger premise: educative action

must amplify our capacity to “hear” others, and

empower a sense of autonomy where we can

expand our ability to enact our speech and see

that speech rendered credible by others. Re-

membering the framework used here: educational

spaces must attend to the kinds of injustice

where someone is “wronged in her capacity as

a knower” (Fricker, 2010, p. 20).

If we understand how complex that task is,

we might be inclined to see cultural production

through music as an educational project where

epistemic injustice and its very practical impli-

cations can be taken head on. NGOs such as the

Netherlands-based Musicians Without Borders

(http://www.musicianswithoutborders.org/nl/), or

the Brazilian-based Pé no Chao (http://www.

shinealight.org/Portuguese/PenoChao.html), es-

tablish still other ways for communities and

individuals to re-constitute the speech lost when

stereotyping suppresses what others are capa-

ble of hearing. Here music serves as a form

of dialogue, where the speech of marginalized

populations is given improved credence and thus

placed in new standing in relationship to other

groups. The consequence is that spaces for new

social power relations are established. So as

Palestinian refugees enact their speech on the

basis of musical practices in the first case, or

when marginalized populations in Recife, Brazil,

use rap and maracatu in artistic ways and through

sophisticated computerized remixing in the sec-

ond, the recognition of their speech is changed

and outside hearers are forced to reconsider

assumptions and recognize capacity.

An education in and through music can pro-

vide entry points to actions based on interpreta-
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Education in and Through Music

tion and re-appropriation—mashups and remixes

have become accessible as a language even

to middle schoolers (Lamb, 2007). Music can

facilitate communication and the development

of personal and communal leadership where

“teaching-learning relationship(s) can be seen as

influence transactions” taking place through the

“belief that people want to feel empowered”

(Treslan, 2006, p. 59). Teachers are perfectly

positioned to exert this kind of leadership, as

long as they commit to becoming “capable of

creating a clear vision; devoted to encouraging

personal development; dedicated to practicing

empowerment; and are innovative” (p. 59). This

is in line with music pedagogy committed to

a 21st century education. Kratus (2007) places

emphasis on leadership that is critical by shifting

the focus of instruction from the traditional-

classic-music-based-ensemble of choirs, bands,

and orchestras—often modeled in hierarchical

and autocratic relations—into ethnic and popular

music ensembles, as well as song-writing classes.

He cites the Vermont MIDI program as an exam-

ple of participative leadership connecting high-

school students’ musical creations to college stu-

dents and young professionals, where “younger

and older musicians form a virtual community”

(p. 46). Thibeault (2010) identifies an over-

emphasis on ‘performance’ as music education’s

high-stakes test conundrum, arguing it narrows

the curriculum, diminishes student voice, and

dilutes possible forms of assessment and feed-

back. He offers instead a form of participative

leadership, or a “curriculum without a ‘score,’ ”

where technology and in-depth analysis of musi-

cal artifacts are used to generate personal musical

production. Learning and leadership interact as

students record rehearsals, share musical files,

and produce videos—which also serve as self-

assessment tools—connecting existing content to

new compositions.

The development of autonomy is central here,

making teachers accountable to their own stu-

dents, and students accountable to their own

growth. This facilitates CL in music classrooms

in a shift from “power over” into “power to.”

What emerges is the recognition of the “effec-

tiveness of a teacher who helps [students] acquire

and accomplish what students themselves believe

to be important in the classroom experience” and

by consequence become “less concerned with

what students are doing and more concerned

with what students are actually accomplishing”

(Treslan, 2006, p. 60).

Raising consciousness within the educative

process then is central to critical leadership.

Gaztambide-Fernandez (2011) addresses how

classroom interaction with rap music can de-

velop a pro-active way to use music as a tool

for agency. The series of YouTube videos that

depict the music program at PS 22 in New York

City also (http://www.youtube.com/watch?vDh0

FPZolbYns&featureDrelated) show the tangible

ways in which music becomes an empowering

element in students’ lives, as long as it is taken

in a participatory and ‘real’ manner, and not

as an ‘ineffable’ element of high-brow culture

building.

Critical leadership as a form of consciousness-

raising can foster a capacity for argumentation

in teachers and students alike. Following Geertz

(1976), I argue that this capacity toward theory

provides a language to talk about the local and

practical in challenging ways. Teachers and stu-

dents need to be able to self-validate processes

of inquiry, professional/academic development,

and engagement with leadership, in order to

become externally accountable as well as validate

their own sense of autonomy. Here CL meets

critical pedagogy, where teachers and students

experience growth and change in a codependent

relationship. Although not music education in the

main, the examples above show how many expe-

riences available today are devoted to musical

doing that is inextricably linked to one’s social,

economic, cultural, and yes, educational needs,

and thus potentially a part of one’s argumentative

capacity to address moments where I can be

“wronged as a knower.”

Conclusion

Because teachers are often discouraged to

think conceptually, have had negative experiences

with and see the limiting results of traditional
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Schmidt Moving Responses

leadership, a “testimonial” paralysis can be cre-

ated. Thus, it is not unusual for teachers to deflate

their assessments of how policy and leadership

can be meaningful to their own practices. Conse-

quently, teachers are reluctant to see themselves

as leaders, resisting opportunities in policy or

activist action, and labeling them external to their

“real work.”

Limited conception and lack of experiences

with leadership that is participatory and critical

prevent teachers—and students—from claiming

ideals, re-position directives, and present dia-

logue in their own terms and to their own benefit.

Constructing better curricula, better labor condi-

tions, and better pedagogical engagements inside

classrooms is not a simple matter of tightened

external accountability or more ‘rigorous’ train-

ing. It requires a greater balance with how we

can exert our autonomy as teachers, educators,

and citizens. Taking these ideals seriously and

rigorously could lead toward powerful spaces for

critical and participative leadership with foci on:

1) Transparency and easy access as “publicly

available features of practice” where appli-

cability and intellectual renewal meet (Little,

2003).

2) Communities of practice created by educators

who develop the parameters for sharing work,

risk taking, and recurrent feedback.

3) The importance of acknowledging [music]

teaching as complex practices that are shared,

puzzled-out, reassessed.

4) Transforming teaching into a public affair,

facing head-on the fact that in a multimedia

online age teachers must find opportunities

to go public with their work (Schmidt &

Robbins, 2011).

All this, in closure, helps us to keep in

mind that organizations, particularly schools, are

messy affairs. Schools are “peopled” as Dantley

(1990) puts it, and as such “destined both to

conform to as well as shape the thoughts, ideas,

and philosophies of those who populate them”

(p. 587). To conceptualize critical leadership is

to begin enacting it, and the road is ahead of us.
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